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Abstract

The trend of artificial heart research has shifted to implantable system and the role of implantable
ventricular assist device (VAD) has been amplified, for various reasons as time goes on. In this
dissertation, the pump output (PO) control, for moving-actuator type implantable biventricular assist
device (MA-BVAD), is discussed. There are three kinds of PO control methods for the VAD system:
The fixed pump rate (PR), the fixed stroke volume (SV) (full-to-empty control), and the synchronous
control. Various information of PO, PR, and so on must be externally monitored, whether the system
is correctly operated or not.
In this research, a combined control architecture was adopted to effectively regulate the various
types of controllers. For the biventricular assist controller, fixed SV controller, fixed PR controller,
and heart rate (HR)-based controller were developed. As the preparation against heart attack, the
total assist controller was developed. In particular, the fixed SV controller has been regarded as an
important research, because of its reliable and reasonable PO. For the SV controller, the parameter of
end-diastole volume (EDV) is needed. Until now, interventricular pressure (IVP) has been utilized
for MA-BVAD. IVP reflects the dynamic inflow state, but the pressure sensor is not robust enough
against external disturbances. On the other hand, motor current is robust against external
disturbances, but has not been properly considered because of its reflection of not only preload but
also afterload for the active-filling devices.
In this research, a new preload-sensitive parameter, referred to as percent time before contact
(PTBC) from motor current signal, was proposed for active filling-device such as our MA-BVAD.
Since PTBC is good information for the EDV, this is used to construct the fixed SV and total assist
controllers. In vitro and in vivo test showed that the developed fixed SV and total assist controllers
perform well. The fixed PR controller was developed based on a simple rule-base. A new HR-based
controller was developed, by modifying synchronous controller for MA-BVAD, but this controller
needs further verification through the in vivo test.
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Finally, beat-to-beat mean PO and aortic pressure (AoP) estimators were developed, using PTBC
and motor current. The developed PO estimator can cope with various situations of variable stroke
angle, diastolic and systolic dynamics. The developed AoP estimator is derived from the energy
equilibrium. The developed estimators have physical meaning, and in vitro test showed that they are
reliable, even though their simplicity. For noise suppression in the motor current, a center weighted
median (CWM) filter was studied. This filter enhances the precision of PTBC and the estimators.
Experimental results showed that CWM filter with side-length two and central weight one is most
appropriate in the perspectives of detail preservation and waveform.

Key word: Pump output, aortic pressure, artificial heart control, biventricular assist device
Student Number: 96431-803
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1. INTRODUCTION

1. 1. Background

Cardiovascular disease, the leading cause of death in developed countries, has also become the
major cause of adult death in developing countries. The widespread use of long-term mechanical
circulatory support systems can alleviate this problem and prolong life. Because of bioethical and
social considerations, a genetically engineered method to replace or augment the failing heart’s
long-term function is not likely to be available commercially until after the year 2025 [1].
The mechanical circulatory support system can be categorized by: the total artificial heart (TAH),
the biventricular assist device (BVAD), the left ventricular assist device (LVAD), and the right
ventricular assist device (RVAD) in perspective of their roles. From a positional point of view,
mechanical circulatory support systems are classified by: implantable, extracoporeal, and
paracoporeal. For successful development of implantable artificial heart system, all related
researches must be simultaneously considered and not one must be emphasized nor neglected. Even
if it is debatable, we can categorize the research of implantable artificial heart system as in Table 1.
1.
The prospects of implantable VADs for clinical (therapeutic) use are hopeful. Implantable VADs
have proved safe and beneficial for patients as a bridge to cardiac transplant. The ability of LVADs to
support the circulation is undisputed. Chronic, sustained ventricular unloading is associated with
improved native ventricular function. Reports show a reversal of maladaptive remodeling, an
example being the reversal of chronic ventricular dilatation in patients with end-stage
cardiomyopathy and the restoration of normal structure and biology. Another report indicates that
mechanical support produced a reduction in anti-β1 adrenoceptor autoantibodies and an
improvement in cardiac function for nonishemic cardiomyopathy patients.
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Table 1. 1. Implantable artificial heart research topic [2].
Element
Consideration

1. Medicine

Surgical implantation
Postoperative follow-up
Exercise test
Autopsy and post explant device analysis

Blood and tissue-device duration
Characterize device performance
Describe organ function

2. Mechanics

Blood sac
Actuator
Motor
Chamber
Prosthetic valve
Quick connector
Cuff
Graft
Compliance system (window, chamber)
Oil
Wire

Biocompatibility
Stability
Reliability
Robustness
Safety
Weight
Implantability
Miniaturization
Controllability
Flow characteristics
Vibration
Heat (temperature)
Humidity
Efficiency
Lubrication
Abrasion
Sealing
Aging effect

3. Materials

Blood contact materials
Cannula

Hemocompatibility
Anticoagulation (thrombosis)
Hemolysis
Antibirus

4. Electronics
and control

Implantable controller
Transcutaneous energy transfer (TET) system
Internal and external battery
Telemetry
Motor control
Hemodynamic estimation
Automatic control
External monitoring
Remote monitoring
Alarm system
Sensor (Hall sensor, pressure, SvO2)

Stability
Reliability
Robustness
Safety
Heat (temperature)
Miniaturization
Efficiency
Fault-tolerant
Balanced output control
Preload sensitive control
Afterload insensitive control
Controllability
Observability
Implementability
Versatility
Usability
Position and velocity control
PID motor control
Sealing
Aging effect

5. Etc

Application to VAD
Solar cell system
Acoustic signal processing
Simulation
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These findings suggest three therapeutic roles for VAD: 1) temporary support for “bridging” patients
to a second procedure, 2) permanent support for end-stage heart failure, and 3) chronically unloading
the heart, which promotes reversal of the maladaptive structural, hormonal, and biological processes
that occur as heart failure progresses [56].
Whereas, the TAH research groups experienced many difficulties. One such problem is the TAH
control system; this fact is aggravated by the removal of the native heart, thus eliminating the natural
cardiac output (CO) control performed through the mechanoreceptors and chemoreceptors and also
the left/right flow balance, which is helped by the native heart. This motivated the research of
auxiliary TAH (ATAH) at Institute Dante Pazzanese of Cardiology and Baylor College of Medicine.
This pump is characterized by a miniature size allowing implatation without removal of the native
heart [34].
Since 1984, moving-actuator type total artificial heart (MA-TAH) has been developed at Seoul
National University Hospital. At present, the applicability of MA-TAH to the moving-actuator type
implantable biventricular assist device (MA-BVAD) has been studied. In this dissertation, pump
output (PO) control and the hemodynamic estimators for MA-BVAD is studied. The implatable
MA-BVAD has the following advantages in comparison to the TAH.

■ Surgical risks are reduced from simple procedure, compared with a TAH implatation, for

patients who still have some cardiac function.
■ BVAD control is simpler than the TAH control, because of the requirement of only a small

flow support function, rather than the total heart function.
■ Left/right flow balance is not a critical factor for MA-BVAD control, because of the native

heart’s function.
■ Physiologic sensor information for MA-BVAD control, can be gathered by detection of

native heart rate (HR).
■ In the ultimate case of heart attack or breakdown of HR information, MA-BVAD can be
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operated like the TAH.
■ Better psychological effects on patient, because the weakened heart is not removed.

1. 2. Control of Native Heart and Artificial Heart

1. 2. 1. Control of the native heart

Figure 1. 1 shows the human circulatory system in simplified form [30]. The heart must adapt its
performance to widely varying needs of the body, in order that each organ will receive enough blood
to support its metabolic requirements. The limit of adaptation range from the minimum work needs
during sleep to the maximum demands while performing heavy exercise. It is generally accepted that
there are two mechanisms which occupies the activity of native heart. One is known as the
Frank-Starling mechanism as an intrinsic regulation, and the other is the extrinsic regulation, i.e., the
native heart is controlled by the humoral and neural mechanisms [31][28].
Pressure and flows in the uncontrolled circulation tend to be stabilized by the Frank-Starling
mechanism which is plotted in Figure 1. 2. (a). The normal cardiovascular system has a more
important stabilization mechanism as a result of feedback control acting through the central nervous
system. This control depends on pressure signals that are converted to efferent nerve signals by the
baroreceptors in the carotid arch. These nerve pathways are shown in Figure 1. 2. (b). The heart can
increase its work output by increasing the rate at which it contracts and by increasing the force of
contraction, thereby ejecting more blood with each stroke. The force of contraction can be
augmented by humoral and neural mechanisms which alter the metabolic state of the myocardium
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. 1. The human blood circulatory system. (a) simplified form (Hewlet-Packard.), (b) block
diagram form (Human Anatomy and Physiology, 2nd edition, by J. E. Crouch and R. McClintic, John
Wiley & Sons, New York, 1976).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. 2. (a) The rlationship between the preload and the cardiac output, (b) nerve pathways diagram
[32].
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or by stretching the myocardium to increase its resting length or tension. The sympathetic fibers
have positive chronotropic (rate-increasing) and positive inotropic (force-increasing effects). The
parasympathetics have a negative chronotropic effect and may be somewhat negatively inotropic,
but the latter effect is, at most, small and is masked, in the intact circulatory system, by the increased
filling which occurs when the diastolic filling time is increased [31].

1. 2. 2. Control of the ventricular assist device

The goal of the VAD control is as follow.

■ To reduce the ventricular pressure and volume work (ventricular decompression)

VAD system should have the capability for both synchronous operation with the natural
heartbeat or asynchronous operation. Currently used control modes for VAD system are:

■ Fixed PR mode
■ Fixed SV-variable rate (VR) mode (full-to-empty, pump-on-full, preload-sensitive)
■ Synchronous mode (Synchronized counterpulsation to the native heart)

Commercial or under development implantable VADs are shown in Figure 1. 3. Two
implantable, vented VADs are in worldwide clinical use: HeartMate and Novacor. These systems are
designed for a 2-year, high-reliability use. The US FDA has approved these devices as a bridge to
cardiac transplantation. In Europe, these systems are additionally approved for long-term treatment
of end-stage heart failure [56][57]. HeartMate has a precalibrated stroke sensor in the pump housing
and this sensor can precisely measure and display the amount of blood at the end of the pump diastole
and systole. The asynchronous modes include fixed-rate and pump-on-full (auto) options.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Fig. 1. 3. Implantable ventricular assist devices. (a) HeartMate (Thermo Cardiosystems Inc. (TCI),
Woburn, MA), (b)Novacor (Novacor Division, Baxter Health Care Corp., Oakland, CA), (c)
Thoratec (Thoratec Laboratories Co., Berkeley, CA), (d) Heartsaver (World Heart Corp.).

If set to operate in the auto mode, the device automatically ejects when the pump is 90% full (75 cc
SV). Conversely, with decreased filling, the LVAD slows to permit more time for filling.
Synchronization of the pump is also possible with an external QRS detector. Clinical experience has
shown that synchronization is not necessary and that the auto mode allows optimal decompression of
the left ventricle and hemodynamics. The only other parameters that can be adjusted are eject
duration and volume of the alarms. The Novacor LVAD has a nominal maximal SV of 70 cc, can
provide PO in excess of 10 L/min, and can operate in synchronous counterpulsation at high cardiac
rate (to 240 beats per minute). The longest supporting period (797 days) with the Novacor LVAD has
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been reported at Berlin German Heart Center in Germany, following which the patient was
discharged [1].

1. 2. 3. Total assist control

In this dissertation, for the preparation of the heart attack, total assist control algorithm was
developed. The goal of the total assist control is same to the TAH control.

■ To mimic the native heart control

A tradeoff between sensitivity and complexity must be achieved to produce a TAH input control
parameter that maintains metabolic homeostasis and an acceptable level of component reliability.
The most important requirements of a TAH system are to provide a physiologic flow rate while
maintaining a safe LAP. The choice of control mode depends on the TAH system used and the
available control parameters. Full-to-empty work without diaphragm standstill and full stroke is
favorable with regard to anatomical fit and wash-out [33][12]. A control algorithm for a TAH should
meet the following requirements [35].

■ Simple and reliable
■ Smallest physical package to meet anatomic constraints
■ Adequate responses to all possible hemodynamic demands

There are two elements of Starlings work that are critical to TAH control theory:

■ Afterload insensitivity: The vascular resistance to ejection must have a negligible effect

on PO.
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■ Preload sensitivity: The volume of blood pumped by the heart is the rate of entry of

blood in the heart primarily governed by end-disatolic volume (EDV).

Failure to match left/right ventricular flow with their respective vascular flow demands is termed
balance mismatching, a situation causing venous congestion in the lagging circulation. It has been
established that the net left ventricular PO exceeds the right ventricular PO by approximately 10% or
more. It is generally agreed that flow through the bronchial arteries and left sided valvular
regurgitation are the primary factors in this flow discrepancy between right and left ventricles [36].

■ Left and right balance: Enhancing left side flow efficiency by about 10% than right one

with volume displacement system is the general target for alternate pumping.

Without humoral and neural mechanisms, tt is a lofty goal to attempt to achieve both left/right
balance and variation in systemic flow in a total artificial heart through sensitivity to atrial pressure
alone even if preload (atrium) sensitive and afterload (aorta) insensitive control is the popular
artificial heart control [29].
From an engineering perspective, alternate pumping is preferable with regard to both design and
size considerations. Left and right master alternate (LMA, RMA) control modes are version of
variable rate control in which one pump serves as the master and the other as the slave.

■ Various studies showed that LMA mode control produces a higher performance than

RMA one from various view points.
■ Animal studies have concluded that blood flow in the range of 80-140 ml/min/kg is

necessary to maintain aerobic metabolism [36].

Although the PR can be increased to a higher range of 130-150 beat per minute [bpm], this may
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reduce the device durability. The physiological, pathological, and psychological consequences of
using higher PR require further investigation [43]. Body acceleration has been shown to be
sufficiently predictive of demand to be incorporated into commercial pacemakers and has been
shown to correlate well with exercise intensity in calves [29][44].

1. 3. Objectives

The first objective of this research is to develop the PO control algorithms and hemodynamic
estimators for MA-BVAD. The second one is to verify their performance by in vitro and in vivo test.
The approach of this dissertation’s research is characterized by the usage of the motor current signal.
And, the following studies were carried out to accomplish the overall objectives.

■ Proposal of ‘percent time before contact (PTBC)’ as a new preload-sensitive parameter for

MA-BVAD
■ Study of the center weighted median (CWM) filter, for the suppression of undesirable

noise in motor current signal
■ Development of control algorithms for MA-BVAD: fixed PR control, fixed SV control,

and HR-based control
■ Development of beat-to-beat mean PO and aortic pressure (AoP) estimators
■ Development of a total assist control algorithm as the preparation against heart attack

2. Materials and Methods
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

The block diagram of this research is shown in Figure 2. 1. In this dissertation, motor current was
selected to find the hemodynamic parameters. For noise suppression, the motor current signal is
preprocessed by CWM filter. With the filtered motor current, PTBC as a preload-sensitive parameter,
beat-to-beat mean AoP estimator, and beat-to-beat mean PO estimator were constructed. For the
biventricular assist control, three kinds of control modes was studied: the fixed PR control, the fixed
SV control, and the HR-based control. The limiter inhibits the undesirable high deviation of the
biventricular assist control output. When heart attack occurs, the biventricular assist control mode
must be switched to the total assist control mode.

Fig. 2. 1. Block diagram of the objectives of this research.
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2. 1. System Description of the Moving-Actuator Type Implantable
Biventricular Assist Device

The MA-BVAD system consists of three major components: the moving actuator, the left
ventricle, and the right ventricle. The actuator uses a brushless DC motor (S/M 566-20; Sierracin /
Magnedyne, Carlsbad, CA, USA), which is moved in a pendular motion by an epicyclic gear train.
Each ventricle is composed of polyurethane (Pellethane ®, Dow Chemical, Midland, MI, USA)
double sacs. The pump height is 110 mm, width is 88 mm, thickness is 66 mm. The pump system
weighs about 750 g. The left and right blood sac volumes are changed from (241 cc, 101 cc) to (102
cc, 91 cc) and currently changed to (84 cc, 71 cc). A rigid housing (Isoplast 301) contains the actuator
and two ventricles. For the purpose of lubrication and heat dissipation, approximately 30% of the
space between the actuator and the blood sacs is filled with silicon oil (FS-1265, 70 cc, Dow Corning
USA), and the remaining 70 % with air. The air trapped insided the rigid pump housing is
compressed or expanded to accommodate this interventricular volume change. The compliance
window is made of polyurethane (Pellethane ® 2363-80AE: Dow Chemical USA). The area of
compliance window is 56 90 mm. The compliance window together with the inside air plays the
role of minor passive filling, the prevention of high negative pressure, and the balanced output. This
pendular moving actuator device has advantages due to its unique configuration. First, it saves the
dead space that would be occupied by the motor in a fixed actuator and it provides closer inflow and
outflow port configuration than would be the case in a linear motion actuator. Second, it has a
time-varying contact area between the actuator and each ventricle, providing different stroke volume
trajectory between the two ventricles during the period of one stroke [3][4]. A schematic diagram and
external view together with the implantable controller of our MA-BVAD is shown in Figure 2. 2.
The pressure sensor for the measuring of interventricular pressure (IVP) is attached
(NPI-19A-015GV, NOVA, USA). The interventricular space's volume is changed dynamically by
the difference between the ejected volume of the systolic phase and the inflowed volume of the
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diastolic phase. The port connector is made of acetals. In the inflow and outflow ports, 29 mm and 25
mm valves (Bjork-Shiley mechanical tilting disc valve, Medtronics Hall valve, floating and flapping
polyurethane valve) were used.

Fig. 2. 2. Moving-actuator type implantable BVAD.
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2. 2. Modeling of Pump Output (PO)

The modeling techniques can be categorized by Table 2. 1. The detailed techniques can be
divided into two classes. One is the approach of mathematical model [5][6][7], and the other is the
input/output data-based approach [8][9][10]. Here, ‘static state model’ means that it does not use the
previous state, contrarily, the ‘dynamic state one’ uses the previous state. The electric circuit model is
one of dynamic models, as it requires the previous state depending on a time variable. Not only the
control point of view, but also other ones such as display, database for management, and practical
implementation (microcontroller, e.g., 80C196), the mean values of hemodynamics rather than
dynamic ones are more favorite.
Mathematical model has merits of physical meaning and easiness of handling of model’s
constants. If there are changes in the constants in the system, we need not set up the model again but
need change only the corresponding constants. Even if a mathematical model is set up, constant
tuning with real situations or data must be followed. For this purpose, various methods are known
such as pseudoinverse, LMS algorithm, recursive least square (RLS) algorithm, Kalman filtering
algorithm, genetic algorithm [11], fuzzy logic, artificial neural network, etc.
In this dissertation, the mathematical model-based static state PO and AoP estimators are
presented. And the proposed model consists of a combination of some parameters multiplied by
corresponding constants. Proposed models can use pseudoinverse or least mean square (LMS)
algorithm to match the real data to adjust model’s constants.
CO is the multiplication of the SV by the HR.

CO = SV × HR

(2-1)

Likewise, the PO is the multiplication of SV by PR.

PO = SV × PR

(2-2)
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Table 2. 1. Categorization of modeling technique. If the model does or does not use previous state, it
is called a dynamic or static state model, respectively.
Mathematical model

Dynamic state model

Static state model

Electric circuit model

Developed PO estimation

-based approach

Developed AoP estimation

Input/output data

Kalman filtering model

Multidimensional Interpolation

-based approach

Fuzzy Logic model

Fuzzy Logic model

Artificial neural network model

Artificial neural network model

As PR is the given information, the problem of PO estimation is simply shifted to the SV
estimation. Proposed approach for the SV estimation is to divide the SV function into three kinds of
functions like

SV = f 0 ( SAL , SAR ) × f d ( filling state ) × f s (mAoP )
= SV0 × f d ( filling state ) × f s (mAoP )

(2-3)

where SAL and SAR represent the left stroke angle and the right stroke angle, respectively. And, SV0
represents the maximal possible stroke volume in the sense of the designed volume (full-fill/full-out
SV, geometric SV). If the target PO is a right-sided flow, there is only required the replacement of fs

(mAoP) to fs (mPAP). After SV0 is calculated, two other points must be considered. One is the case
of a not complete filling (fd (filling state): diastolic dynamics) and the other is the case of
regurgitation flow (fs (mAoP): systolic dynamics). The blood sac is not completely inflated, and the
regurgitation flow is dependent on mAoP. Considering these points, required conditions are
summarized as follows.

■ SV condition 1: SV ≤ SV0
■ SV condition 2: 0 ≤ fd (filling state ≠100 %) < 1
■ SV condition 3: fd (filling state = 0 %) = 0
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■ SV condition 4: fd (filling state = 100 %) = 1
■ SV condition 5: 0 < fs (mAoP ≠ 0) < 1

There are various factors which contribute to the regurgitation flow, but the major factor is known
as the valvular regurgitation for electromechanical pumping system. It is commonly agreed that the
forward flow decreases by about 10 % with load of about 100 mmHg and the slope is about –10 %
with load of 100 mmHg for mechanical valve [12][13][14]. At first, the case of regurgitation flow can
be considered like fs (mAoP) = 1- c2mAoP. For mechanical valve, fs (mAoP = 100 [mmHg]) = 0.9 =
1 - 100c2, and c2 = 0.001. Namely, c2 is the characteristic constant (regurgitation flow) dependent on
the valve type. Polymer valves are known to have smaller c2 than mechanical valves. Of course, more
complex function of fs (mAoP) can be thought, but the tradeoff between the precision and complexity
must be considered.
f s (mAoP ) = 1 − c 2 mAoP

(2-4)

The method to remove the impulsive noise terms in the motor current signal is stated in Section 2.
2. 1. The method to find SV0, fd (filling state) , and mAoP are studied exhaustively in Section 2. 2. 2,
2. 2. 3, and 2. 2. 4, respectively.

2. 2. 1. Center weighted median (CWM) filter

The removal of impulsive noise terms, which occur in motor current signal of an MA-BVAD, is
necessary before PO estimation and PTBC calculation (see Figure. 2. 3). Mean-class linear filters
not only have lower performance of removing impulsive noise, but also cause the distortion of the
waveform. Nonlinear signal processing is essential for nonlinear signal problems. Impulsive noise,
like the one that occurs in motor current, is a typical example. Especially, when the telemetry system
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is incorporated, the transmission error produces not Gaussian-like, but impulsive-like noise. To cope
with this problem, CWM filter is considered in this study.
Nonlinear signal processing has led to the identification of four major, partially overlapping,
families of nonlinear techniques: Order statistics (OS) based techniques, polynomial based
algorithms, morphological methods, and homomorphic systems [21][22]. The selected approach is
OS based filters. It is well known that CWM filter is an useful detail-preserving smoother and
outperforms the median filter [23]. The CWM filter has a higher ability to conserve detailed signal
components while removing impulse type noise than median filter. And, CWM filter has a simple
structure and a low cost of operation.
CWM filter is a special case of the weighted median (WM) class filter. The weighted median
(WM) filter generates h(j) copies of X(i-j) for each jW. Then the output of a WM filter Y(i) is
represented as
Y (i ) = median{h( j ) copies of X (i − j ) | j ∈ W }.

(2-5)

The WM filter with central weight h(0) = 2w+1 and h(j) = 1 for each j 0 is called CWM filter,
where w is a non-negative integer [23]. The output Y(i) of the CWM filter is given by
Y (i ) = median{ X (i − j ), 2w copies of X (i ) | j ∈ W }.

(2-6)

When w = 0, the CWM filter becomes the median filter, so the median filter is a special case of a
CWM filter. When 2w+1 is greater than or equal to the window size 2L+1, it becomes the identity
filter (no filtering). Conversely, a CWM filter with a larger central weight performs better in detail
preservation but worse in noise suppression than one with a smaller central weight.
For CWM and median filters, among various operation, comparison has higher load than other
ones, so fast running ordering algorithms [24][25][26][27] or simplified algorithm like Y(i) =
median {X(L+1-w; 2L+1), X(L+1+w; 2L+1), X(i)} can be considered (see, Appendix).
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2. 2. 2. Geometric stroke volume (SV0)

In this section, cylindrical model, i.e., moving-actuator and blood sacs are assumed cylinders, is
introduced to model SV0 which is a function of left and right stroke angle (SAL, SAR) [15]. The SV0 is
the crossed area between two circles. Let’s consider the simple case of Figure 2. 3 (a). In this figure,

 R 2 + d 2 − R22 

θ1 = cos −1  1

2 R1d



(2-7)

 R 2 + d 2 − R12 

θ 2 = cos −1  2

2
R
d
2



(2-8)

and

where
d = L12 + L22 − 2 L1 L2 cosθ

(2-9)

Then
1 2
1
R1 (2θ1 ) − R1 cos(θ 1 ) R1 sin(θ 1 )2
2
2
1 2
= R1 (2θ1 − sin( 2θ 1 ))
2

S1 =

(2-10)

and

S2 =

1 2
R2 (2θ 2 − sin( 2θ 2 ))
2

(2-11)
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θ1

L1

L2
R2
h
d θ2
θ
S22
S1 dS

R1

1

C1

C2

(a)

LR

CR

θL

θR

LL

θ
CL

dR

LA

dL

RR

RL

CA
RA
HL

HR

Right sac

Left sac

Moving-actuator

(b)
Fig. 2. 3. Cylindrical model for the MA-BVAD.
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The cross area S between two circles is
S = S1 + S 2
=

1 2
1
R1 (2θ1 − sin( 2θ1 )) + R22 (2θ 2 − sin( 2θ 2 ))
2
2

(2-12)

From this results we can set up SVL like (See Figure 2. 3. (b))
SV L = S L1 H L − S L 2 H L
= ( S L1 − S L 2 ) H L

(2-13)

where

S L1 =

1 2
1
R A (2θ AL1 − sin( 2θ AL1 )) + R L2 (2θ LA1 − sin(2θ LA1 ))
2
2

(2-14)

 R 2 + d L21 − R L2 

θ AL1 = cos −1  A

2 R A d L1



(2-15)

 R 2 + d L21 − R A2 

θ LA1 = cos −1  L

2 R L d L1



(2-16)

d L1 = L2A + L2L − 2 L A LL cos(θ L max − θ L )

(2-17)

S L2 =

1 2
1
R A (2θ AL2 − sin( 2θ AL 2 )) + R L2 (2θ LA2 − sin( 2θ LA2 ))
2
2

(2-18)

 R 2 + d L2 2 − R L2 

θ AL 2 = cos −1  A

2 RAd L2



(2-19)

 R 2 + d L2 2 − R A2 

θ LA2 = cos −1  L

2
R
d
L
L
2



(2-20)

d L 2 = L2A + L2L − 2 L A LL cos(θ L max + θ R )

(2-21)
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Symmetrically, the SVR is
SV R = S R1 H R − S R 2 H R

(2-22)

= ( S R1 − S R 2 ) H R
where

S R1 =

1
1 2
R A (2θ AR1 − sin(2θ AR1 )) + R R2 (2θ RA1 − sin( 2θ RA1 ))
2
2

 R 2 + d R2 1 − RR2
θ AR1 = cos −1  A
2 R A d R1


(2-23)






(2-24)

 R 2 + d R2 1 − R A2 

θ RA1 = cos −1  R

2 RR d R1



(2-25)

d R1 = L2A + L2R − 2 L A LR cos(θ R max − θ R )

(2-26)

S R2 =

1 2
1
R A (2θ AR 2 − sin(2θ AR 2 )) + R R2 (2θ RA2 − sin( 2θ RA2 ))
2
2

 R 2 + d R2 2 − RR2
θ AR 2 = cos −1  A
2R Ad R2


(2-27)






(2-28)

 R 2 + d R2 2 − R A2 

θ RA2 = cos −1  R

2
R
d
R
R
2



(2-29)

d R 2 = L2A + L2R − 2 L A LR cos(θ R max + θ L )

(2-30)

The simulated result of the derived SV0 is shown in Figure 2. 4. And, Table 2. 2 is the data used
which was acquired from the mechanical drawing. The results were simulated by Matlab 6.0. Figure
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2. 4 and 2. 5 show that the SV between the actuator and blood sac increases exponentially with the

increase of stroke angle (SA).

Table 2. 2. Constants for the geometric SV0 model.
Constants
Value
2.6 cm
La
2.6 cm
LL
2.6 cm
LR
2.0 cm
RA
2.1 cm
RL
2.0 cm
RR
8.7 cm
HL
8.0 cm
HR
θL
π/4 rad
θR
π/4 rad
Left ventricular volume
8.7 * phi * 2.1*2.1 = 120 cc
Right ventricular volume
8.0 * phi * 2.0*2.0 = 100 cc
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2. 4. SV0. (a) three dimensional plot, (b) SVR0, SAL = 50, (c) SVL0, SAR = 50.
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Fig. 2. 5. The relationship between SA and the contact area.

Fig. 2. 6. Shape of the flexible blood sac during ejection phase.
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As the Eq. (2-13) requires high operational burden such as root, cos-1θ, and sinθ. Moreover,
during ejection the flexible blood sac is reshaped and the blood is displaced radially, so the previous
model does not have a deep relation with a practical system. Figure. 2. 6 shows the real shape of
blood sac during systolic period. If we assume the contact area between the actuator and the blood sac
increases with the increase of the SA, we can simplify left SV0 like:
SA

∫ (contact area)dx

SV L0 =

0

SAL

=

∫

SAR

(c0 x + c1 )dx +

0

(

)

∫ (−c x + c )dx
0

1

(2-31)

0

1
c 0 SAL2 − SAR2 + c1 (SAL + SAR )
2
~ c 0 SAL2 − SAR2 + c1 (SAL + SAR )
=

(

)

This equation shows that SAL has a higher contribution to the SVL0 than SAR.

2. 2. 3. PTBC as a preload-sensitive parameter

A preload-sensitive parameter is required to construct the presload-sensitive control of
MA-BVAD and to find the fd (filling state) for PO estimation. New preload-sensitive parameter of
PTBC is proposed like Eq. (2-32) and (2-33), where the meaning of L1, L2, R1, and R2 is shown in
Figure 2. 7.

PTBC L = 100

L1
L1 + L2

(2-32)

PTBC R = 100

R1
R1 + R2

(2-33)
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As PTBCL and PTBCR are divided by (L1+L2) or (R1+R2), these parameters are independent of
the velocity. The principle of the motor current waveform is shown in Figure 2. 8.

■ Determination of the current level (CL): In the case of passive-filling device, CL is not an

important problem, because of the equal IVP. However in the case of active-filling device,
CL must be low, because of the possible current increase by negative-directional IVP.
Minimum requirement of CL is the current consumption by friction and inertia. In vitro and
in vivo test showed that around 0.1 [A] is acceptable (Figure 2. 9. (b) is monitoring of the

sheep with 28 days survival record. And the consumption of motor current caused by
frictional and inertia loss is less than about 0.1 [A].)

Afterload insensitivity means that the PTBC has little relations with AoP and PAP. As is apparent
in the Figure 2. 9, the calculated load remains near zero until the actuator comes in contact with the
blood sac and the development of pressure in the pump begins. Especially, from Figure 2. 9. (b) and
(c) which are the case of the lower preload of sacs, i.e., both sacs are partial filled conditions, PTBC

reflects only the information of EDV independent of preload of the opposite sac.

Fig. 2. 7. Typical motor current waveform. PTBCL = 100L1/(L1+L2), PTBCR = 100R1/(R1+R2).
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 2. 8. Principles of motor current waveform. (a) full fill, (b) partial fill.
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(a)

(b)
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(c)
Fig. 2. 9. Monitoring of motor current (a) in vitro: full-fill, (b) in vivo: partial-fill (28 days survival),

(c) in vivo: partial-fill.

Fig. 2. 10. Filling state of blood sac.
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Also, PTBC can be used for the finding of fd (filling state). The PTBC is inversely proportional to
preload of the LAP. High, middle, and low PTBC represents that LAP is low, middle, and high state,
respectively. From Figure 2. 10, fd (filling state) can be considered like:
1 

PTBC  h0 + h ' 
2 

f d ( filling state ) = 1 −
1 

100 h0 + h1 
2 

PTBC 

PTBC  h0 +
h1 
200


= 1−
1 

100 h0 + h1 
2 

PTBC


PTBC  c1 − c 0 SAR +
c 0 (SAL + SAR )
200


= 1−
1


100 c1 + c 0 (SAL − SAR )
2



(2-34)

where

h0 = −c0 SAR + c1

(2-35)

and

h1 = (c 0 SAL + c1 ) − h0
= c0 ( SAL + SAR )

(2-36)

For an active-filling device and by the control, the PTBC is not dynamically changed. In vivo
experiences show that the PTBC is about in the center of the operational range. For h1 = h′
(pusher-plate TAH system of Penn State University) or (h0+PTBC⋅h1/200) ≅ (h0+h1/2),
f d ( filling state ) = 1 −

PTBC
100

From Eq. (2-4), (2-31), and (2-34), the SVL is

(2-37)
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SV L = SV L0 × f d ( filling state ) × f s (mAoP )

( (

)

)

= c 0 SAL2 − SAR2 + c1 (SAL + SAR ) ×

(2-38)


PTBC


 PTBC  c1 − c 0 SAR +
c0 (SAL + SAR ) 
200
1 −

 (1 − c mAoP )
2


1


100 c1 + c 0 (SAL − SAR )


2





For h1 = h′ (pusher-plate TAH system of Penn State University) or (h0+PTBC⋅h1/200) ≅ (h0+h1/2),
SV L = SV L0 × f d ( filling state ) × f s (mAoP )

( (

)

)

PTBC 

= c 0 SAL2 − SAR2 + c1 (SAL + SAR ) 1 −
(1 − c 2 mAoP )
100 


(2-39)

The above equation satisfies ‘SV conditions’.

2. 2. 4. Aortic pressure (AoP) estimator

In this dissertation, energy equilibrium is used for the development of mAoP model for
MA-BVAD. The internal controller has a motor current sensing system like Figure. 2. 11. At first,
the consumed input energy is
T

∫ p(t )dt
= V ∫ i (t )dt

W input =

0

T

(2-40)

0


~ a 0 .



T



∑ i[t ] • ST 
0

where p(t), V, i(t), and ST represent the power, voltage, current, and sampling time, respectively.
Even if we do not know ST, we can estimate ST from
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Fig. 2. 11. Sensing of motor current.

ST =

60
Number of motor current samples per cycle × PR

(2-41)

The energy consumed in inertia and SV is

W load =

T
1
1
J M w 2 + J L v 2 + ( AoP ( t ) − IVPL ( t ))Q (t )dt
0
2
2

∫

T

~ a1 w 2 +

∑ ( AoP[t ] − IVP [t ])Q[t ]ST

(2-42)

L

0

~ a1 w 2 + ( mAoP − mIVPL ) • SV L0d

where Jm, JL, and Q(t) represent the motor inertia, load inertia, and flow rate, respectively. And,
mIVPL represents the mean IVPL generated in the interventricular space and it is a negative value in
general. The counterparts among various systems are summarized in Table 2. 3. And the SVL0d is
SV L0d = SV L0 × f d ( filling state )

( (

)

)

= c 0 SAL2 − SAR2 + c1 (SAL + SAR ) ×

PTBC



PTBC  c1 − c 0 SAR +
c 0 ( SAL + SAR ) 
200
1 −




1




100 c1 + c 0 ( SAL − SAR )
2





(2-43)
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Translational motion
Force
f ( t ) = ma ( t )
dv (t )
=m
dt
d 2 x(t )
=m
dt 2

Power

Table 2. 3. Counterparts among various systems.
Rotational motion
Electric circuit
Torque
Voltage
T ( t ) = Jα ( t )
V(t)
=J
=J

Work/energy

Work/energy

∫ p(t )dt

w (t ) =

∫ p(t )dt

∫ f (t )v (t )dt

= T ( t ) w (t )dt

∫ f ( x)dx

w (t ) =

p ( t ) = P ( t )Q ( t )

Work/energy

= T (θ )dθ

∫

t

p( t )dt

w (t ) =

0
t

∫

= V (t )i (t )dt

= P (t )Q (t )dt

0

0
θ

∫ p(t )dt
0
t

∫

∫

0

∫
0

0

or

Work/energy

t

0
x

=

p( t ) = V ( t ) i ( t )

0

t

Power

Power

t

t

0

=

dt 2

p( t ) = T ( t ) w ( t )

t

w (t ) =

dw (t )
dt
d 2θ (t )

Power

p( t ) = f ( t ) v ( t )

Fluid dynamics
Pressure
p(t)

or
1
w (t ) = mv ( t ) 2
2

where
m: mass
x(t): displacement
v(t): velocity
a(t): accelaration

w (t ) =

1
Jw (t ) 2
2

where
J: inertia
θ(t): angular displacement
w(t): angular velocity
α(t): angulr accelaration

where

where

i(t): current

Q(t): flow rate
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For h1 = h′ (pusher-plate TAH system of Penn State University) or (h0+PTBC⋅h1/200) ≅ (h0+h1/2),
SV L0d = SV L0 × f d ( filling state )

( (

)

)

 PTBC 
= c0 SAL2 − SAR2 + c1 (SAL + SAR ) 1 −

100 


(2-44)

Whenever there is motion or tendency of motion between two physical elements, frictional forces
exist. The frictional forces encountered in physical systems are usually of a nonlinear nature. The
characteristics of the frictional forces between two contacting surfaces often depend on such factors
as the composition of the surfaces, the pressure between the surfaces, their relative velocity, and
others, so that an exact mathematical description of the frictional force is difficult.
Three different types of friction are commonly used in practical systems: viscous friction, static
friction, and Coulomb friction [17]. For the rotational motion, the mathematical expression of torque

of viscous, static, and Coulomb frictions are Eq. (2-45), (2-46), and (2-47), respectively.

T fv (t ) = v

dθ (t )
= vw (t )
dt

T f s (t ) = ± ( s ) θ• =0
T fc (t ) = c

dθ (t ) / dt
w (t )
=c
dθ (t ) / dt
w (t )

(2-45)

(2-46)

(2-47)

where v, s, c, θ, and w represent the viscous friction constant, static friction constant, Coulomb
friction constant, stroke angle, and angular velocity, respectively. Then the total consumption of
frictional energy is
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θ

∫
θ
= ∫ (T (θ ) + T (θ ) + T (θ ) )dθ
θ
= ∫ ( sδ (θ ) + c + vw (θ ))dθ

W friction = T f (θ )dθ
0

0

fs

fc

fv

(2-48)

0

~ s + cθ + vwθ

where δ(θ) is the delta function. From Winput = Wload + Wfriction, the final mAoP is
T

a0 (
mAoP − mIVPL ≅

∑ i[t ] ⋅ ST ) − s − cθ − vwθ − a w

2

1

0

(2-49)

SV L0d
θ = SAL + SAR ,w =Vel L

Similarly, we can set up mPAP model by using the symmetric characteristics between mAoP and
mPAP, but as the variational range of mPAP is small compared with mAoP and as the mIVP has
similar range of mPAP, it is hard to sensitively determine the mPAP from motor current.
In another view point, and for the comparisons between proposed mAoP estimation model and
that of Penn State University [16], other AoP estimation model from the force equilibrium is
introduced like
Pressure ~ Torque − Friction − Acceleration

(2-50)

Pressure ~ K T i − Friction − Acceleration

(2-51)

Pressure ~ K T

V − Kbw
− Friction − Acceleration
R

(2-52)

Pressure ~ K T

V − Kbw
− K1w − K 2 w 2 − K 3 w 2 − K 4
R

(2-53)
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where KT, I, V, Kb, w, R, K1, K2, K3, and K4 represent the motor’s torque constant, the motor current,
voltage, the back electromotive force constant, the angular velocity, resistance, viscous losses (motor,
bearings, pump, and outlet valve), additional viscous loss in the outlet valve, the combined inertia
(motor, mechanism, and blood), and the constant friction not dependent upon speed or load,
respectively.

2. 2. 5. Tuning of model’s constants

For the adaptation of the model’s constants, various methods are known, and the famous and
simple, but robust and good capable algorithm is the pseudoinverse and least mean square (LMS)
algorithm ones. Pseudoinverse method is the least square algorithm. Let A denote a K-by-M matrix
(K > M), and we assume that the rank W equals M so that the inverse matrix (ATA)-1 exists. Where T
denotes the transpose of a matrix. Then the pseudoinverse or the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse
of the matrix A is defined by A+ like

A + = ( A T A ) −1 A T

(2-54)

The detailed proof can be seen in pp. 524-525 of [18].
For the constant estimation of PO model with given n data set, we can setup matrix like
2
2
 SV0 [1]   ( SAL − SAR )[1] ( SAL + SAR )[1] 




2
2
 SV0 [2] =  ( SAL − SAR )[2] ( SAL + SAR )[2]  c 0 
 c 
 Μ  
Μ
 1 



2
2

 SV0 [n] ( SAL − SAR )[n] ( SAL + SAR )[n]

By applying pseudoinverse,

(2-55)
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 ( SAL2 − SAR2 )[1] ( SAL + SAR )[1] 


c 0   ( SAL2 − SAR2 )[2] ( SAL + SAR )[2] 
 =

Μ
c1  

( SA 2 − SA 2 )[n] ( SA + SA )[n]
L
R
L
R



+

 SV0 [1] 


 SV0 [2]
 Μ 


 SV0 [n]

(2-56)

For the constant estimation of AoP model with given n data set,

∑

 ( i[t ][1] ⋅ ST ) ( −1) ( − θ [1]) ( − w[1]θ [1]) (− w[1] 2 ) 

 a 0 
 (mAoP − mIVP )[1]   0
 
 (mAoP − mIVP )[2]  ( i[t ][2] ⋅ ST ) ( −1) ( − θ [2]) ( − w[2]θ [2]) (− w[2] 2 )   s 

= 0
 c  (2-57)

 
 
Μ
Μ

 
 v 
(mAoP − mIVP )[n] 
2 
( i[t ][n] ⋅ ST ) ( −1) ( − θ [n]) ( − w[n]θ [n]) (− w[n] ) a1 


 0


∑

∑

By applying pseudoinverse,

∑

 ( i[t ][1] ⋅ ST ) ( −1) ( − θ [1]) ( − w[1]θ [1]) (− w[1] 2 ) 

a 0   0

  
 s   ( i[t ][2] ⋅ ST ) ( −1) ( − θ [2]) ( − w[2]θ [ 2]) (− w[2] 2 ) 

c  =  0

  
Μ

v  
a  ( i[t ][n] ⋅ ST ) ( −1) ( − θ [n]) ( − w[n]θ [n]) (− w[n] 2 )
1
  

 0


∑

∑

+

 (mAoP − mIVP )[1] 
 (mAoP − mIVP )[2]

 (2-58)


Μ


(mAoP − mIVP )[n]

Eq. (2-56) and (2-58) are batch processing, so these method can be used only in off-line situation.
For on-line application, recursive least-squares (RLS) algorithm can be used.

2. 3. Pump Output Control of MA-BVAD

There are three kinds of control modes in the VAD system: fixed PR mode, fixed SV mode (fixed
volume and variable rate mode, full-to-empty mode, pump-on-full mode, preload-sensitive mode),
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and synchronous mode (synchronized counterpulsation to the native heart by sensing the
electrocardiogram R wave). In this dissertation, four kinds of PO control modes were studied: 1)
Fixed PR control, 2) fixed SV control, 3) HR-based control, and 4) total assist control. 1) and 2) are
the common control methodologies in the VAD system. The third one is the modified version of
synchronous control. At last, the fourth was studied for the preparation against heart attack. When a
heart attack is occurred, the controller must switch from biventricular assist control mode to the total
assist control mode. This mode is similar to the TAH control, and the MA-BVAD can be operated
like TAH. The differences between the biventricular assist control mode and total assist control mode
is:

■ Left/right flow balance is not a critical factor for BVAD control, because of the native

heart function.

Developed control algorithms were a rule-based control system, i.e., its form is ‘If ~, then ~’. And,
the constructed control algorithms have a simple structure.

2. 3. 1. Fixed PR control

Fixed PR control mode is widely used in the VAD system because of its simplicity and
acceptable PO control. The rule-base for fixed PR control is as follows:

■ Rule 1: If PR > target PR, then the VelL is decreased by one and the VelR is changed to be

100*VelL/PDTR.
■ Rule 2: If PR < target PR, then the VelL is increased by one and the VelR is changed to be

100*VelL/PDTR.
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2. 3. 2. Fixed SV control

The left ventricular filling state is determined from the difference between the PTBCL and the
target PTBCL (LMA mode). As noninvasive input control parameters, there are the IVP and the motor
current for MA-BVAD. Motor current is more favorite choice than the IVP because IVP reflects the
dynamic inflow state not the EDV. Left and right stroke angle (SAL, SAR), velocity (VelL, VelR), and
the brake time (BTL, BTR) are possible control parameters for MA-BVAD. The BTL and BTR are not
used in this research because of their minor effect on the performance of control and complexity of
control algorithm. The VelL is fixed to produce the desired middle PR together with the same VelR.
Even if VelL and VelR can be changed, the fixed VelL makes the control system simpler and the
PTBCL more reliable.

■ Rule 1: If filling is bad (PTBCL > target PTBCL), the VelR is decreased by the difference

between PTBCL and target PTBCL.
■ Rule 2: If filling is good (PTBCL < target PTBCL), the VelR is increased by the difference

between PTBCL and target PTBCL.

These rules permit the controller to produce the ventricular assist flow proportional to the left
preload (LMA mode). Similar studies of other research groups also adopted the LMA mode [34].
Two limiters inhibit the undesirable high deviation of the control action

■ Limiter 1: The PR must be inside between the minimum PR and the maximum PR
■ Limiter 2: Low and high damping levels prevent the extreme velocity action.

If limiter 1 is not necessary, the operator can set the minimum PR and the maximum PR to be
extreme case of 0 and 200, respectively, or one of them can be neglected.
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2. 3. 3. HR-based control

One of mechanisms of the native heart control is the feedback control acting through the central
nervous system. By this mechanism and with the sympathetic and parasympathetic nerves, the

natural heart increases or decreases the HR. We can infer the flow of body demand from this
information of HR. In the case of TAH, the HR information is impractical, even if there was a trial to
use the P wave as an input control parameter in the remnant atria [36].
To maximize the SV with synchronous counterpulsation (by sensing the electrocardiogram R
wave) is best in the perspective of maximizing VAD output, left ventricular decompression, and
blood contact surface cleansing. But the requirement of development of this control system becomes
more complex than the other control modes. Furthermore, as the present MA-BVAD is active-filling
device, high synchronous and high PR have the possibility of suction problem.
Considering the above points, the following rule and limiter were proposed for the HR-based
control mode of biventricular assist.

■ Rule 1: The PR is controlled to be linearly proportional to the HR
■ Limiter 1: The PR must be inside between minimum PR and maximum PR

The tracking algorithm for the target PR is the same as the fixed PR control. If limiter 1 is not
necessary, the operator can set the minimum PR and maximum PR to be extreme case of 0 and 200,
respectively, or one of them can be neglected.
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2. 3. 4. Total assist control

As the preperation against heart attack, alternative preload-sensitive total assist control algorithm
using PTBC was developed in this section. The targeted mechanism of control is to mimic the
Frank-Starling mechanism.

Proposed strategy for the left/ right balanced output control is:

■ Relative left and right diastolic time (percent diastolic filling time ratio, PDTR =

100VelL/VelR.) proposed by Kim [2]. This is the utilization of the control capability of the
relationship between LAP and RAP by the choice of the relative left and right diastolic
speeds.
■ Longer SAL than SAR: After appropriate air volume adjustment for small passive filling,

determination of SAR (most cases are about 90 % of the left side) with the fixed maximum
SAL follows. This permits the pump to produce the highest efficiency and washout effect
(minimize the likelihood of generation of thrombosis and hemolysis by lowering residual
volume and PR). Fixed SA makes the hemodynamic estimation and automatic control
simple.
■ Greater left ventricular volume than right one.
■ Compliance window for the compensation of left and right volume.

Nowadays, the variable rate control systems is popular (Proposed algorihm, Penn State TAH,
Baylor College TAH, Helmholtz Institute TAH). This mode of TAH function maximizes pump
efficiency by providing the maximum SV (full-fill governing principle) with each systolic phase and
by varying the PR to meet metabolic demands. Next, the proposed automatic control algorithm
utilizes two schemes for the preload-sensitive control as follows [45]:
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■ Intrinsic control (small passive filling): Air between the ventricles with detached actuator

from the ventricles.
■ Extrinsic control (active preload sensitive control): PTBC between actuator and ventricle

is inverse proportional to the preload (LAP, RAP). By controlling to produce the PTBC to
be a predetermined setting value, TAH can mimic the natural heart, i.e., the physiological
demand is estimated from PTBC. A predetermined EDV acts as a trigger to initiate systole
by keeping the PTBC constant.

The rule-base is as follows:

■ Rule 1: If left ‘or’ right filling is bad (PTBCL > target PTBCL ‘or’ PTBCR > target PTBCR),

then the VelL is decreased by one, and VelR is changed to be 100*VelL/PDTR.
■ Rule 2: If left ‘and’ right filling is good (PTBCL < target PTBCL ‘and’ PTBCR < target

PTBCR), then the VelL is increased by one, and VelR is changed to be 100*VelL/PDTR.

The PR is computed continuously, and when the PR falls below the minimum PR, the control is
automatically switched to the internal fixed rate mode of minimum PR:

■ Limiter 1: If the VelL lower than the minimum VelL, then the VelL is increased by one, and

VelR is changed to be 100*VelL/PDTR.

In Figure 2. 12, the block diagram of the overall preload-sensitive control is shown. This
algorithm is executed every regular cyclic period (in general, three beats). The basic control scheme
is ‘when the inflow to the sac is decreased, the PR decreases until the contacting point between
actuator and sac is moved to the setting threshold value and vice versa (proportional output with
RAP: Starling law)’. Proposed algorithm can be characterized by ‘LMA emphasized LMA+RMA
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control’.

■ As our MA-BVAD has the characteristics of active-filling, not only PTBCL but also

PTBCR must be considered simultaneously because of the possibility of right atrium’s
collapse from suction effect (LMA+RMA control)
■ The sensitivity of target PTBCL must be higher than that of target PTBCR because LAP

control is more important than RAP control (Right ventricle is monitored whether there is
suction or not, LAM emphasized control).

Fig. 2. 12. Block diagram of the total assist control. tPTBC: target PTBC.
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2. 3. 5. Common considerations

As the physiological system produces delayed response, the control action, in general, must be
triggered every a few cycles. And, all the parameters must be processed by running mean filters for
the exclusion of the respiration effect and some variation caused by noise and so on.

■ Cyclic beats for the control action.
■ Running mean filters to eliminate the external disturbances such as noise and respiration

effect.
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3. RESULTS

At first, the performance of a CWM filter was analyzed in Section 3. 1. After that, the developed
PO and AoP estimators and the PO control algorithms were verified in Section 3. 2 and 3. 3,
respectively.

3. 1. Performance of a CWM Filter for Noise Suppression

Figure 3. 1. (a) is the original motor current signal. We can see that there are impulsive noisy
terms. Figure 3. 1. (b) is the motor current signal filtered by a CWM filter (side-length L = 2, central
weight w = 1). For comparison, filtered motor current signals by a median filter (L = 2) and a mean
filter (L = 2) are shown in Figure 3. 1. (c) and (d). As expected, mean filter is not good enough to
overcome the impulsive noise problem. Next, for lower cost of operation we considered the filter
with L = 1. In this case, CWM filter and the median filter have the same structure because w = 0 for
L = 1 in CWM filter. Figure 3. 1. (e) and (f) are the results of these filters. In the case of another
noninvasive signal of IVP, the similar experimental results were gathered and shown in Figure 3. 2.
We can see that CWM filter (L = 2, w = 1) is the appropriate filter for the motor current and the IVP
signals in the perspective of detail preserving and waveform. In the Appendix, the C program source
of a CWM filter is presented.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 3. 1. Motor current and filtered signals. (a) Original motor current signal contaminated by
impulsive noise, (b) motor current signal filtered by a CWM filter (L = 2, w = 1), (c) motor current
signal filtered by a median filter (L = 2), (d) motor current signal filtered by a mean filter (L = 2), (e)
motor current signal filtered by a median filter (L = 1), (f) motor current signal filtered by a mean
filter (L = 1).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 3. 2. IVP signal and filtered signals. (a) Original IVP signal contaminated by impulsive noise,
(b) IVP signal filtered by a CWM filter (L = 2, w = 1), (c) IVP signal filtered by a median filter (L =
2), (d) IVP signal filtered by a mean filter (L = 2), (e) IVP signal filtered by a median filter (L = 1).
(f) IVP signal filtered by a mean filter (L = 1).
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3. 2. PO and AoP Models

Pseudoinverse is an one-pass algorithm. Another method of least mean square (LMS) algorithm
is a stochastic gradient algorithm, i.e., LMS algorithm requires many recursion. Previous studies
showed that LMS algorithm has a rather high sensitivity of initial adaptation ratio and other
parameters [19][20]. Here, pseudoinverse is utilized to find the developed PO and AoP model’s
constants from the in vitro data. Look-up-table (LUT) for PO estimator is shown in Table 3. 1 and
the corresponding plot is shown in Figure 3. 4. The LUT is acquired by measuring the residual
volume in the blood sac using a syringe. From Eq. (2-31), the left and right full-fill/full-out stroke
volume (SV0) are

SV L0 = c L0 ( SAL2 − SAR2 ) + c L1 ( SAL + SAR )

(3-1)

SV R0 = c R 0 ( SAR2 − SAL2 ) + c R1 ( SAR + SAL )

(3-2)

and

From Eq. (3-1) and (3-2), the matrix equations of SVL and SVR for constant’s estimation are
20 − 2500
28 − 2400
 =
36  − 1600
  
47 0

50 
60  c L0 
 
80  c L1 

100

(3-3)

8  − 2500
12  − 2400
 =
21 − 1600
  
39 0

50 
60  c R 0 


80  c R1 

100

(3-4)

and
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By using the pseudoinverse, cL0 and cL1 are found to be 0.0008 and 0.4705, respectively. Mean error
of estimated SVL0 is 0.925 cc. Similarly, cR0 and cR1 are found to be 0.0047 and 0.3813. Mean
absolute error of estimated POR0 is 3.5 cc. Three dimensional plot of the simplified SV0 model is
shown in Figure 3. 4. Figure 3. 4 and 2. 3 have very similar three-dimensional form, except the
magnitude of the left and right SV0. This may stem from the fact that the flexible blood sac is
reshaped and blood is displaced radially as shown in Figure 2. 5. From above results, we can
conclude that the simplified SV0 model is superior to geometric SV0 one, in the perspective of
simplicity and accuracy. The results were simulated by Matlab 6.0.
LUT for mAoP estimator is shown in Table 3. 2 and the corresponding plot is shown in Figure 3.
5. By using the pseudoinverse, the a0, s, c, v, and a1 are found to be 0.43974, 0.6940, 0.0067,

0.000024841, and 0.00000028545, respectively. The mean absolute error of estimated mAoP is 5.4
[mmHg]. Here, motor current is converted from analog to digital value and uncalibrated.
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Table 3. 1. Determination of SV model’s constants. Mean estimated error of SVL0 and SVR0 are 0.925

Position
of actuator

SVL0

SAR0 = 50
SAR0 = 30
SAR0 = 10
SAR0 = SAL0 = 0
SAL0 = 10
SAL0 = 30
SAL0 = 50

86
80
76
66
58
50
39



cc and 3.5 cc, respectively.
Maximum SVL0
Estimated
– SVL0
SVR0
SVL0
= 91 – SVL0
0
43
·
6
61
·
68
10
·
74
20
21.5
79
28
26.2
81
36
36.3
82
47
47.1

   

























Maximum SVR0 –
SVR0
= 80 – SVR0
39
21
12
8
3
1
0

Estimated
SVR0
36.3
21.5
15.7
11.8
·
·
·

   









(a)










(b)

Fig. 3. 3. Graphical display of Table 3. 1. (a) SVR0, (b) SVL0.
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Fig. 3. 4. Simplified SV0. (a) three dimensional plot, (b) SVR0, (c) SVL0.
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Table 3. 2. Determination of mAoP estimator’s constants. VelR is 60, mIVP was set 20 mmHg. Mean

estimated error is 5.4 mmHg.
Left
Estimated
Current
VelL
geometric SV0
Sum
80
490
36.6
40
445
36.6
60
485
36.6
80
425
38.3
40
355
38.3
60
420
38.3
80
390
39.6
40
305
39.6
60
370
39.6

mAoP
[mmHg]

SAL, SAR

140
140
140
100
100
100
70
70
70

50, 30
50, 30
50, 30
50, 30
50, 30
50, 30
50, 30
50, 30
50, 30

mAoP
[mmHg]

SAL, SAR

VelL

140
140
140
100
100
100
70
70
70

50, 50
50, 50
50, 50
50, 50
50, 50
50, 50
50, 50
50, 50
50, 50

80
40
60
80
40
60
80
40
60

Left
Current
Sum
560
535
540
495
445
465
440
355
410

    

Estimated
mAoP
134
137
144
97
89
107
78
63
81

Estimated
geometric SV

Estimated
mAoP

41.8
41.8
41.8
43.7
43.7
43.7
45.2
45.2
45.2

131
148
137
98
104
99
73
65
74

  





























  

Fig. 3. 5. Graphical display of Table 3. 2.
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Results of in vitro and in vivo test are shown in Figure 3. 6. As the constants were adjusted by the
mechanical flow meter, but the recorded data were gathered by an ultrosonic flowmeter, the
estimated PO was underestimated by a DC drift. Without the effect of DC drift, the general results
show very good performance, and the error is lower than 0.5 Liter/min. Graphs (c) and (d) are the
cases of constant increase of flow, and (b) is the case of mAoP estimator. We can verify no severe
error in the BVAD’s operational range of 50 – 120 [mmHg].
Figure 3. 6. (e) is the trend of estimated mAoP for 8 days just before the pump weaning. The

control parameters were (SAL, SAR) = (57, 57), (VelL, VelR) = (29, 29), (BTL, BTR) = (0, 0). The CLL
and CLR were set 20 and 15, respectively, and the PR was about 81. From this in vivo test, we found
there were great gaps between in vitro and in vivo situations, so mAoP model’s constants were
changed heuristically. The real catheter line for the mAoP measurement was clogged and the
reference pressure level was changed by the animal’s posture (standing or supine). So, the
comparisons between the real mAoP and the estimated mAoP cannot be executed, but the general
results were acceptable. The real mAoP and mPAP maintained at about 75-100 mmHg and
10-20mmHg, respectively. The value was changed by the animal’s body posture (standing or supine),
neck posture (eating or looking up), etc. This result showed that mAoP dependent automatic BVAD
control is not reasonable, because of the sensitivity of mAoP depending on the animal’s body
posture.
As the estimated PO and mAoP were processed by running mean filter, the delayed effect cannot
be eliminated.
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(e)
Fig. 3. 6. In vitro and in vivo performance test of PO and AoP estimators. (a), (b), (c) and (d) in vitro

test, (e) in vivo test of AoP estimator.
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3. 3. In Vitro and In Vivo Experiments of Developed Control Algorithms

The control system consists of a microcontroller-based (Intel 80C196) internal controller and an
external controller (IBM compatible PC). The internal controller performs: (1) brushless DC motor
commutation, (2) position and velocity control of the motor according to the physiological control
algorithm, and (3) communication with the external controller. The external controller communicates
with the internal controller via an RS-232 serial communication protocol. The physician will use this
device to monitor the status of the implanted component, change operational mode, and store all data.
The automatic control algorithm is implemented as software in the external controller. All parameters
related with motor current are analog to digial converted and uncalibrated.
Figure 3. 7 is the in vitro test equipment for the biventricular assist controls. The in vitro

equipments for biventricular assist control modes are composed of the simulated atrium for
measuring and changing the atrium pressure, mock circulatory system, temperature controller (40
°C), ultrasonic flowmeter (T206, Transonic Systems Inc., Ithaca, New York, U.S.A) for flow

monitoring, polygraph (CG-5591, Fukuda Denshi, Tokyo, Japan) for the hemodynamic signal
amplification and display, an analog to digital (A/D) data acquisition system (Wavebook/512,
U.S.A.) for the data recording, and the external PC (IBM-type desktop personal computer) for the
external controller. We used Bjork-Shiley mechanical valves for the left ventricle and Medtronics
hall mechanical valves for the right one. And we adopted a newly designed pump – left and right
ventricles have large amounts of oil between the inner sac and the outer one. The cannulae were
Tigon tubes of 1/2” diameter.
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Fig. 3. 7. In vitro test equipments for biventricular assist control.
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3. 3. 1. In vitro experiments of fixed SV control

The constants for the PO and AoP estimators were heuristically modified (Table 3. 3) from the
results of Section 2. 4. 1. And the control parameters were set heuristically (Table 3. 4). The most
important and sensitive control parameters are left current level (CLL) and the PTBCL. Of these two,
the PTBCL is more important. If the PTBCL is very low or high, the controller regards the ventricular
inflow state as a bad or good filling, respectively. In these cases, the controller controls the BVAD to
produce the corresponding minimum PR or maximum PR, respectively.
Figure 3. 8 shows that the controller changes the PO in the range of 2.5-4.5 L/min depending on

the LAP. We can see that PTBCL is inverse proportional to LAP, and the velocity is proportional to
LAP. In this test, we gave four low atrium pressure and the corresponding PTBCL reflected this
change and the controller adjusted the right velocity, PR, and PO depending the LAP. Especially,
after approximately 300 seconds, very high negative LAP was simulated, and the MA-BVAD
responded to run with the minimum PR, and the LAP of – 2 mmHg was monitored. We can adjust
this severe case of negative LAP’s response by adjusting the minimum PR, and if we decrease this
minimum PR, we can increase from – 2 mmHg.
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Table 3. 3. Constants for estimators
Constants
Values
0.000800
c0
c1
0.500
c2
0.001
a0
0.2797
s
1.494
c
0.00670
v
0.0000024841
a1
0.00000028545
mIVP
-20.0

Table 3. 4. Parameters for fixed SV control.
Constants
Values
57
SAL
55
SAR
VelL
30
BTL
0
BTR
0
Action cycle
3
CLL
15
Target PTBCL
23

Step number for the running mean filter
Minimum PR
Maximum PR
Minimum damping level of VelR
Maximum damping level of VelR

15
75
100
20
70
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(b)
Fig. 3. 8. In vitro test of the fixed SV control. (a) mean LAP, PCTL, and right velocity, (b) PR
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3. 3. 2. In vivo experiments of fixed SV control

On the morning of September 30th, the in vivo test was performed. Table 3. 5 and 3. 6 are the
constants and parameters for estimators and control. The fixed SV control algorithm was
implemented in an external IBM-compatible desktop PC. We tried to measure the PO by ultrosonic
flowmeter (Transonic Systems Inc., U.S.A.), but failed. Only the AoP and PAP can be measured.
Thoughout the alive times after surgical operation, the AoP and PAP maintained about 80-100
mmHg and 10-20mmHg, respectively. SAL and SAR were set 57 and 57. Figure 3. 9 are the results.
From this in vivo test, we found there are great gaps between in vitro and in vivo situations. Therefore,
modification of model’s constants was required. Heuristically modified constants produced
satisfactory results. First difference was the low PTBC. We inferred this phenomenon from the native
heart pumping and the reduced atrium’s blood volume contrary to that of the in vitro test. So target
PTBC was changed to correctly play as a control parameter. Second difference was the AoP
estimator’s operational region. We inferred this phenomenon from the native heart pumping and the
measuring position of AoP. Finally, mean IVP is from – 45 to - 50 mmHg for the in vivo case, but the
in vitro test produced from – 20 to -25 mmHg. The fixed SV control kept the PTBCL constant by

adjusting the PR. Figure 3. 10 is the view of the monitoring panel during the animal experiment.
Figure 3. 11 are the pictures of putting of ‘Yang Jang Gun (we named this sheep like this)’ to grass

for about one hour.
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Table 3. 5. Constants for estimators
Constants
Values
0.000750
c0
c1
0.500
c2
0.001
a0
0.300
s
1.100
c
0.00670
v
0.0000024841
a1
0.00000028545
mIVP
-40.0

Table 3. 6. Parameters for fixed SV control
Constants
Values
57
SAL
57
SAR
VelL
30
BTL
0
BTR
0
Action cycle
3
CLL
20
Target PTBCL
48

Step number for the running mean filter
Minimum PR
Maximum PR
Minimum damping level of VelR
Maximum damping level of VelR

20
75
100
20
70
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(b)

Fig. 3. 9. Fixed SV control and hemodynamic parameters during in vivo test.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 3. 10. Monitoring panel during in vivo test.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 3. 11. Putting to grass for about one hour (11:40 am – 12:40 pm, 20th October). (a) the movement

of the ‘Yang Jang Gun’ by cart, (b) and (c) picture of standing and grazing on the grass field.
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3. 3. 3. In vitro experiments of fixed PR control and HR-based control

Figure 3. 12 is the result of the in vitro test of fixed PR control and HR-based control. The linear

equation between PR and HR was PR = 2/3HR + 20. The minimum PR and the maximum PR were
set 60 and 100, respectively. PDTR was set 100. As we can see, PR was proportional to HR and the
operational range is between the minimum PR and maximum PR even if the HR is very low (50) or
very high (140). We can see that there is very little difference between the target PR and the real PR.
And the delayed response, caused by running mean filtering of 15 beats, cannot be eliminated.
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Fig. 3. 12. In vitro performance of fixed PR control and HR (native heart rate)-based control. PR =

2/3HR+20, minimum PR = 60, maximum PR = 100, (a) HR, (b) target PR and present PR.
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3. 3. 4. In vitro experiments of total assist control

The developed preload-sensitive control algorithm was tested in a mock circulatory system
(Figure 3. 13). Four chamber pressures, equivalent to the AoP, PAP, RAP, and LAP were measured
by a pressure gauge and a water column method. The systemic flow rate was monitored with an
ultrasonic flowmeter (T206, Transonic Sytems Inc., Ithaca, New York, U.S.A.). But the mock
circulatory system is designed not for biventricular assist configuration but for total artificial heart.
Figure 3. 14 shows the performance of balanced control. We can see high LAP and high RAP

converged to a stable state within about 30 seconds. All values are uncalibrated. Here we can find that
high LAP (a) converges to a stable state more rapidly than high RAP (b). We infer this phenomenon
from the effect of PDTR. Figure 3. 15 shows that over a physiological range of preload (2 – 12
mmHg RAP) with simulated bronchial flow rate (approximately 5 % of cardiac output), the PO
responded to the preload change. The sensitivity depends on the required control constants and air
volume.

■ Prevention of suction: Anyone can see this easily in vitro test. The recommended

experiment protocol is Table 3. 7.
■ Balanced output: This depends on environment heavily, so, careful and reliable in vitro

environment is important. See Table 3. 8 and Figure 3. 14. We can see in this figure, the
extreme unbalanced condition of left and right atrium pressure converged to a stable region
in about 30 seconds.
■ Preload sensitive output: With reliable in vitro environment, anyone can verify this by

adjusting the pressure of atrium. See Figure 3. 15. As the MA-BVAD is active filling
device, the sensitive slope is smaller than other known passive filling device. Also, the
sensitivity slope depends on the control constants like the other passive-filling devices.
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Fig. 3. 13. In vitro test equipments for total assist control.
Table. 3. 7. Recommended in vitro demonstration of the prevention of suction.
Action
Phenomenon
Step. 1. Right suction
- PR and PO decrease
- RAP increase and LAP decrease

Step. 2. Releasing of suction

- PO increased and normal LAP and RAP

Step. 3. Left suction

- PR and PO decrease
- LAP increase and RAP decrease

Step. 4. Releasing of suction

- PO increased and normal LAP and RAP

Table. 3. 8. Parameters for total assist control.
Action
Phenomenon
100 mmHg
AoP
PAP
20 mmHg
Valve
Bjork-Shiley mechanical valve
PDTR
115
SAL
50
SAR
46
CLL
20
CLR
10
PTBCL
21
PTBCR
26
Action cycle of control
3
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. 14. Performance of balanced output (a) Upper: LAP, lower: RAP, (b) upper: RAP, lower:

LAP [mmHg].

Fig. 3. 15. Total assist control response to preload with various control constants.
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3. 3. 5. In vivo experiments of total assist control
On April 16th, from 2:00 PM to 3:30 PM, a short in vivo test was performed. Figure 3. 16 is the
scene of the in vivo test. The inlet and outlet cannulae were not attached to the MA-BVAD. The total
assist control performance was testified with the configuration of total artificial heart.
The total assist control algorithm was implemented in portable PC (Ribretto 30, Doshiba, Japan).
The hemodynamic measurements were obtained using fluid-filled catheters connected to disposable
pressure transducers. At the beginning state, the hemodynamics of the animal was as follows: AoP
was about 70 mmHg and RAP was very low. So, the hemodynamic state was not good. The animal
slept and was supine. During the period of automatic control, the performance of the automatic
control had a similar performance of the expert’s manual mode control. Figure 3. 17 is the
hemodynamic trend for the manual and automatic control.
The control parameters were like in Table 3. 9. All parameters related with motor current are
analog to digial converted and uncalibrated. Heuristically found PTBCL and PTBCR were 21and 18,
respectively. Before the autopsy, various drug test and blood infusion test were performed to increase
the AoP. With the effect of high infusion of fluid, the LAP and RAP was increased, so the automatic
control responded to produce the maximum output (VelL = 78, 79, 80), but the AoP could not be
returned to the normal range. It is generally admitted that systemic vascular resistances increase after
implantation of TAH in animals, at least during the first post-operative week, before dropping back to
preoperative values [47][48][49]. Little has been said about modifications to systemic vascular
resistance during TAH assistance. And there are some reports that described progressive loss of
vascular tone with an irreversible drop of systemic vascular resistance [50]. This animal experiment

was also concordant with irreversible drop of systemic vascular resistance from undiscovered
reasons.
There are reports that an interesting effect of respiration on the atrial pulsation. Since the left and
right pumps are operated in the alternate ejection mode, inspiration and expiration result in a 180
out-of-phase effect. There is a delay of approximately 3-5 beats between the right and left ventricles.
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Thus, the feedback regulation of the motor speed should be based on the average pump performance
of the 5 previous beats or more [43]. Figure 3. 18 is the control parameters variations. The automatic
control produced somewhat high variation of velocity even if the range did not diverse. This variation
stemmed from the prescribed respiration effect and the Figure 3. 19 supports this.
Table 3. 9. Parameters used for in vivo test.
Control parameters
Value
120
PDTR
SAL
50
SAR
46
CLL
20
CLR
10
Minimum VelL
50
PTBCL
18-21 (dominant region: 19, 20)
PTBCR
15-20 (dominant region: 18, 19)

Fig. 3. 16. In vivo test of the total assist control of MA-BVAD.
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(d)
Fig. 3. 17. Hemodynamic trend. (a) AoP, (b) PAP, (c) LAP, (d) RAP.

     

 







 

 

     

 




        
  
   
 
     

          
  

Fig. 3. 18. Variation trend of VelL.
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Fig. 3. 19. The influence of respiration to the other signals.
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4. DISCUSSION

4. 1. PTBC as a New Preload-Sensitive Parameter and CWM filtering

In this dissertation, motor current was used as a noninvasive signal. Possible noninvasive signals
for MA-BVAD are motor currnet and IVP. The comparisons between motor current and IVP are
summarized in Table 4. 1. Here, the external disturbances are: position of the MA-BVAD,
temperature, pressure sensor’s reference, etc. The motor current signal is a stable and noninvasive
signal, but it has been known that motor current-based preload information and preload-sensitive
control is hard for the volumetrically-coupled active filling TAH device, contrary to the passive
filling one. This comes from the fact that the motor current has two informations of preload and
afterload for an active filling device. But for the passive-filling device, the CL is not sensitive, so,
high or low CL does not matter. Proposed PTBC with proposed CL overcomes this problem.
Because of the circular form of blood ventricle of MA-BVAD, one minor shortcoming of delayed
increase of motor current is possible for the case of low velocity. Even if the proposed PTBC reflects
the information of EDV, the preload-sensitivity is lower than that of the passive-filling device. PTBC
only reflects the EDV information. If the higher preload-sensitivity is needed, interventricular
volume compensation must in increased.

Sensor
Information
Robustness

Table 4. 1. Comparisons between motor current and IVP.
Motor current
IVP
Pressure sensor with amplifier
Resistance with amplifier
Dynamic inflow state of blood sac
Afterload information,
EDV
Sensitive to external disturbances
Robust to external disturbances
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As the impulsive noise components will prevent the correct PTBC and mAoP estimation,
nonlinear CWM filtering is carried out as a preprocessing stage. This filter was verified to have a
good capability to cope with nonlinear noise suppression such as the impulsive noise occurred in the
motor current or the IVP signals. Mean-class filtering was verified not to be appropriate for the motor
current signals. Experimental results showed that CWM filter with side-length two and central weight
one is the most appropriate for not only motor current but also IVP signals. Further research must be
concentrated on the following:

■ Consideration of an efficient method to find the contact point between actuator and blood

sac by starting in the middle of the current data. This enables us to eliminate the false
determination of low PTBC caused by Gaussian-type noise.

4. 2. Development of Beat-to-Beat Mean PO and AoP Estimators

The geometric SV model was studied and the practical implementation lead this study to the
development of simplified geometric SV model. The simplicity of the developed model enables us to
use the well-known pseudoinverse to determine the constants of the model from real data.

PO = SV L × PR
SV L = SV L0 × f d ( filling state ) × f s (mAoP )

(

)

SV L0 = c 0 SAL2 − SAR2 + c1 (SAL + SAR )
PTBC


PTBC  c1 − c 0 SA R +
c 0 (SAL + SA R )
200


f d ( filling state ) = 1 −
1


100 c1 + c 0 (SAL − SA R )
2



f s(mAoP ) = 1 − c 2 mAoP
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If the unexpected and undesirable condition, such as the vessel’s chokes from thrombosis or air
leakage, do not happened, because the PO is the outflow of the output port, there is a little possibility
between the real and estimated value. Penn State University team utilized the motor voltage and force
equilibrium method for finding the AoP. The developed mAoP estimation for MA-BVAD is based
on the motor current and energy equilibrium method.

T

a0 (
mAoP − mIVPL ≅

∑ i[t ] ⋅ ST ) − s − cθ − vwθ − a w

2

1

0

SV L0d
θ = SAL + SAR ,w =Vel L

SV L0d = SV L0 × f d ( filling state )

As the developed mAoP estimator needs the information of SV, setting the correct PO (or SV)
estimator prior to mAoP estimator is required. The developed models produce beat-to-beat mean
estimated value. Possible prerequisite considerations before the construction of PO and AoP
estimators are:

■ The air volume in the interventricular space: This has influence upon PO and AoP

estimations.
■ PI gain: PR and PO are influenced by the P (Proportional) and I (Integral) gain in the PI

control.
■ Correct center position: We can say that the reliable center position is an important factor

because of its possibility of affecting other parameters related with SA. So reliable
positioning is also important for setting a reliable PO and AoP estimations.
■ IVP sensor and MA-BVAD position: This has influence upon the IVP signal, i.e., whether

the material which contacts the sensor’s membrane is oil or air.
■ Type of valve (e.g., mechanical valve or polymer valve): This has influence upon the
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valvular regurgitation.
■ Communication speed (In this research, serial communication of 38400 [bps, bits per

second] was used): This has influence upon the motor current summation data, but if the Eq
(2-41) is used, this can be neglected.
■ The reproducibility of MA-BVAD (sac, housing, etc)
■ Viscosity of oil: The motor current is influenced by this.
■ Temperature: This is related with the air volume and the viscosity of oil.
■ Simulated atrium: For an active filling device, the inflow characteristics are influenced

heavily on this simulated atrium. Also, the atrial pressure must be measured not by the
water height but by the measuring the pressure of simulated atrium.
■ Filter for motor current signals: In this research, center weighted median (CWM) filter with

side-length two and central weight one was used for noise suppression [23].

Further researched must be concentrated on the followings.

■ As the active-filling is the major mechanism of our MA-BVAD, the PO and the

hemodynamic characteristics are influenced heavily by the atrium. We can see that a small
sized simulated atrium produces undesirable high water hammer effect. This prevents the
appropriate flow dynamics. In general, heuristic study of in vitro test shows that an
increased atrial compliance as possible is good for the active-filling MA-BVAD. So,
atrium-related hemodynamics and automatic control is a future good research topic.
■ Higher precision of fd(filling state) can be accomplished by using the velocity profile of

actuator, because PTBC have a not fully linear relation with the position.
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4. 3. Biventricular Assist Control

Three kinds of biventricular assist control modes were studied in this dissertation

■ Fixed PR control mode
■ Fixed SV control mode
■ HR-based control mode

The fixed PR and the fixed SV controls are well-known control scheme for VAD. The developed
fixed PR control has very simple structure and was verified to have a good performance by in vitro
test. The fixed SV control were accomplished by keeping the PTBC, and verified by in vitro and in
vivo test. The developed fixed SV control has one minor shortcoming. It’s the dependency on AoP

and velocity. A high AoP moved the contact point to the state of good inflow and vice versa from
regurgitation volume change. This high AoP also can change other possible control parameters, like
the IVP because the IVP reflects the residual air volume. The velocity also has relations with
frictional effect on motor current. These minor shortcomings can be also happened in the other motor
current-based preload-sensitive control of passive-filling device. Experimental studies showed that
this is not a critical problem, under the not very high AoP, e.g., above 150 [mmHg], and the
appropriate CL can cancel the velocity effect.
Finally, HR-based control is the modified version of synchronous control.

■ Required PR = f(HR)
■ Asynchronous mode
■ Requirement of maximum PR for the exclusion of suction problem
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Further researches must be concentrated on the followings.

■ Enhancing the precision of PR calculation: At present, as the variability of PR is very high,

running mean filtering is needed.

In vivo test of the followings must be exhaustively studied.

■ The degree of ventricular pressure and volume work
■ Treadmill test
■ Adequate linear relation between HR and PR
■ Adequate maximum PR
■ Reliable methodology to acquire the HR information, e.g., ECG or heart sound

4. 4. Total Assist Control for the Preparation of Heart Attack

Even if various control parameters have been studied, almost every research team have the pocus
on the Starling-like mechanism (preload-sensitive control) by controlling the left EDV. This control
mode is referred LMA mode for alternately ejecting TAH. The LMA mode triggered by the left pump
fill can protect the lungs and can also respond to venous return change and therefore is a reliable
control method for a one-piece TAH. Relying solely on a Starling-like mechanisms passive intrinsic
TAH control may be adequate at rest and with mild to moderate exercise, but it requires alteration of
external control parameters during times of severe stress [36]. It is expected that patients will use the
telemetry to check the implant status at routine intervals [33].
In order to protect the lungs, an LMA emphasized ejection mechanism was designed based on the
PTBC. By keeping the PTBC constant, preload-sensitive and afterload insensitive PO response for
MA-BVAD was achieved.
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Developed preload-sensitive control is characterized by

■ Preload sensitive, afterload insensitive, and balanced output control
■ Motor current-based noninvasive control
■ LMA emphasized LMA+RMA mode control
■ Fixed SV and variable PR mode control

Proposed strategy for the left/right balanced output uses the following.

■ PDTR
■ Longer SAL than SAR
■ Greater left ventricular volume than right one.
■ Compliance window

In one sentence, we can summarized as follow. “Control to keep over the minimum flow rate,
balanced left and right flow rate, appropriate preload.” Proposed total assist control algorithm was

verified to have good performance by in vitro and in vivo test. After in vivo test, we found mean filter
for control parameters is essential because of respiration effect. The most important and sensitive
control parameters are CLL and PTBCL. If the PTBCL is very low or high, the controller regards the
ventricular inflow state as a good filling state or a bad one, respectively, and the controller maybe
controls the MA-BVAD as the corresponding maximum PR or minimum PR, respectively.
Even if there are differences between in vivo and in vitro environment, the pump runs with a
maximal and balanced output excluding suction (full-fill and full-output). Even if there are a lot of
motor current-based preload-sensitive controls of MA-BVAD [51][52][53][54], the basic
characteristics of these are the afterload-sensitive and only guarantee the prevention of severe atrial
suction. Further researched must be concentrated on the followings.
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■ Development of the system for the determination of heart attack
■ In vitro and in vivo (heart attack) test with the cannulae
■ Adjustment of control parameters via telemetry, which may be desirable to accommodate

operating extremes in some patients as was reported in the research of Penn State
University [33]
■ Compensation method of VelL not by ± 1 but by other methods such as the difference

between PTBCL and target PTBCL like the SV control.

5. Conclusions
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5. CONCLUSIONS

PO control and hemodynamic estimation for MA-BVAD were studied. The distinguished
approach of this research is to use motor current. The conventional approach is to use not motor
current but IVP. It has been known that motor current is robust to external disturbances compared
with IVP, but also it has been known that it is hard to find the EDV information from motor current.
In this research, a new preload-sensitive parameter, referred to PTBC, from motor current was
proposed and this parameter was shown to be useful for MA-BVAD.
In this research, a combined control architecture was adopted to effectively regulate the various
types of controllers. For the biventricular assist controller, fixed SV controller, fixed PR controller,
and HR-based controller were developed. As the preparation against heart attack, the total assist
controller was developed. The fixed SV controller and the total assist controller were developed
using PTBC. Fixed PR controller was developed based on a simple rule-base. A new HR-based
controller for MA-BVAD was developed by modifying synchronous controller, but this controller
needs further verification through the in vivo test. Developed control algorithms are theoretically
simple and verified by the in vitro and the in vivo test. As for the biventricular assist control,
enhancing the precision of PR which is calculated in the internal controller, treadmill test, and
adequate linear relation between HR and PR must be further studied. And for the total assist control,
exhaustive in vitro and in vivo performance test with the cannulae must be carried out.
Finally, beat-to-beat mean PO and AoP estimators were developed using PTBC and motor
current. The developed PO estimator can cope with various situations of variable stroke angle,
diastolic and systolic dynamics. The developed AoP estimator was derived from the energy
equilibrium. In vitro test showed that developed estimators have reliability even though their
simplicity. For the noise suppression in the motor current signal, CWM filter was found to have a
good performance. Experimental results showed that CWM filter with side-length two and central
weight one is the most appropriate choice in the perspectives of detail preservation and waveform.
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Appendix
: Proof of a CWM Filter Property and C-Program Source of a
CWM Filter
Two dimensional signal output Y(i,j) of the CWM filter is given by

Y (i , j ) = median{ X (i − s, i − t ), 2 K copies of X (i , j ) s, t ∈ W }.

window length = 2L+1, central weight = 2K+1

■ Property of CWM filter: The output Y(i,j) of a CWM filter with window size 2L+1 and

central weight 2K+1 is represented by
Y ( i,j ) = median{ X ij ( L + 1 − K ;2 L + 1) , X ij ( L + 1 + K ;2 L + 1), X (i , j )}.

where Xij(r;2L+1) is the rth smallest one among 2L+1 samples within the window centered at
(i,j), and X(i,j) is the input value at the center.

Proof:
L+1: median for original set (M1)
L+1+K: median for extended set (M2)

Case 1:

Suppose X(i,j) < Xij(L+1-K;2L+1).
Then in the extended set there are L+1+K (M2, from L+1-K+2K = L+1+K) values less than or equal
to Xij(L+1-K;2L+1).
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So, Xij(L+1-K;2L+1) is the median for the extended set.
And, X(i,j) < Xij(L+1-K;2L+1) <= Xij(L+1+K;2L+1).
Namely, the output Y(i,j) = median {Xij(L+1-K;2L+1), Xij(L+1+K;2L+1), X(i,j)}.

Case 2:

Suppose Xij(L+1+K;2L+1) < X(i,j)
Then in the extended set there are L+1+K (M2) values less than or equal to Xij(L+1+K;2L+1).
So, Xij(L+1+K;2L+1) is the median for the extended set.
And, Xij(L+1-K;2L+1) <= Xij(L+1+K;2L+1) < X(i,j).
Namely, the output Y(i,j) = median {Xij(L+1-K;2L+1), Xij(L+1+K;2L+1), X(i,j)}.

Case 3:

Suppose X(i,j) = Xij(L+1-K+m;2L+1), 0<=m<=2K.
Then there are L-K+m values less than or equal to Xij(L-K+m;2L+1).
And, L-K<=L-K+m<=L+K.
So, in the extended set the lower bound L-K becomes (L-K)+(2K+1)=L+K+1 (M2),
and, X(i,j) = Xij(L+1-K+m;2L+1) is selected as the output.
And, Xij(L+1-K;2L+1) <= X(i,j) <= Xij(L+1+K;2L+1).
Namely, the output Y(i,j) = median {Xij(L+1-K;2L+1), Xij(L+1+K;2L+1), X(i,j)}.
The cases of one and three or more dimensions are analogous in every way.

Q.E.D.

Appendix

// C program source of a CWM filter
// buffer for CWM filtering~
int cwm_buff[9][20];
int new_cwm_buff[9][20];
void filtering1(void)
{
value[0]=CWM_filter(0, 2, 1); // current: value[0]
}
int CWM_filter(int x, int L, int w) // L: side length, w: side weight, total length= (L*2+1)+(w*2)
{
for(i=0;i<=L*2-1;i++)
{
cwm_buff[x][i]=cwm_buff[x][i+1];
}
cwm_buff[x][L*2]=value[x];
for(i=0;i<=L*2;i++)
{
new_cwm_buff[x][i]=cwm_buff[x][i];
}
for(i=0;i<=w;i++)
// center weighting~: adding center value~
{
new_cwm_buff[x][L*2+i+1]=value[x];
}
for(i=0;i<=2*L+2*w-1;i++) // new sorting routine~: bouble sort
{
for(j=i+1;j<=2*L+2*w;j++)
{
if(new_cwm_buff[x][i]>new_cwm_buff[x][j])
{
temp = new_cwm_buff[x][i];
new_cwm_buff[x][i]=new_cwm_buff[x][j];
new_cwm_buff[x][j]=temp;
}
}
}
cwm_buff[x][L] = new_cwm_buff[x][L+1]; // for running filtering~
return new_cwm_buff[x][L+1];

}
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